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HUMILIATION
OF THE WORD

To deliberately diminish the power of language,
as the Trump team does with lies, is to cut into
the heart of what it means to be a human being.
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IN THE BEGINNING WAS THE WORD
IN THE
TRUMP ERA

HUMILIATION
OF THE WORD
By JEFF DIETRICH

T

he late social critic, philosopher, and theologian Jacques
Ellul, in his book The
Humiliation of the Word,
tells us that the word is the essential
reality, the word is what separates
humans from the animal world.
Another of my favorite social critics
is the eminent linguist Noam Chomsky, who, unlike Ellul the Christian
believer, is an atheist. Both Chomsky the atheist and Ellul the Christian have a profound faith in the
word. Both believe that language is
what makes us human.
Chomsky believes that there was
no extensive evolutionary development of language; it surprisingly
did not evolve from our ancestral
ape relatives’ use of simple sign
language. “The reality,” he says, “is
becoming increasingly clear that the
uniquely modern (human) sensibility
was almost certainly crucially abetted by the invention of what is the
single most remarkable thing about
our modern selves: language” (What
Kind of Creatures Are We?).
Ellul writes that, “Human language exists only because it is a
product of the Word of God…We do
not speak because of the model of
human speech. Rather, it is because
word and creation share a common
nature that the Creator gives language
to humanity as his counterpart.”
It is interesting in view of Chomsky’s reflection that human language
emerged not in an evolutionary
process, but rather spontaneously
in the last 100,000 years, to reflect
from a scriptural perspective that the
Universe was created by the spoken
Word of God in an instant. And further, that when God created man, the
first act of humanity was language.
For Chomsky, the scientific
linguist, the emergence of language,
along with humanity itself, is a
mystery. But for Ellul it is clear that
God is the Word, and God created the
universe by the power of the Word and
that God created humanity and gave
humanity the power of language and
naming: “The Lord God formed…various wild animals and various birds of
the air, and he brought them to the man
to see what he would call them. Whatever the man would call them would be
their name” (Genesis 2:19, quoted in
The Humiliation of the Word).
Chomsky, on the other hand, devotes himself, unlike Ellul, to reflection on the connection of words and
thought. We cannot actually think
without words, and Chomsky finally
concludes that language and thought

As Trump rails
against “fake
news” while
presenting
“alternative facts,”
blatant lies, and
trenchant denials,
all opposition
becomes the
enemy, and all
who oppose are
branded liars.
Language has
become
trivialized and
ideas relevatized;
rational dialogue
is all but
impossible.

are pretty much the same.
As we move deeper into the Trump
presidency, language has become
the issue of the day. In a recent
Atlantic article, David Frum
writes: “By filling the media
space with bizarre inventions
and brazen denials, purveyors of
fake news hope to mobilize
potential supporters with righteous
wrath—and to demoralize potential
opponents by nurturing the idea that
everybody lies and nothing matters. A would be kleptocratic (like
Trump) is better served by spreading cynicism…The inculcation of
cynicism breaks down those forms
of media that try their imperfect best
to report the truth and those that
purvey falsehoods for reasons of
profit or ideology.” As Trump rails
against “fake news” while presenting “alternative facts,” blatant lies,
and trenchant denials, all opposition
becomes the enemy, and all who
oppose are branded liars. Language
has become trivialized and ideas
relevatized; rational dialogue is all
but impossible.
We have entered a new era, in
which the word is no longer significant. We have fully entered into the
era of what Ellul calls technique.
Twitter technology makes traditional print and even televised media
superfluous. When he called his first
and only press conference to date, it
was merely to castigate the press for
presenting “fake news.” President
Trump does not need the media. He
can just send out a tweet.
Ellul, the social critic, philosopher,
and theologian, died in 1989. He
was the author of over forty books
and innumerable articles. As a
young man, he was a member of the
Communist party and the French
resistance, and after the war served
as mayor of Bordeaux. He taught
history and law at Bordeaux University. In his post-war years, he
converted to Christianity. Influenced
by German theologians and the socalled school of “Christian realism,”
he joined a conservative branch of
the Dutch Reform Church.
Ellul did not fit well with post–war
liberal theologians and scholars. But
he did have a brief moment of popularity with the 1960s student radicals
of my youth. I found him again in
the mid-80s as a Catholic Worker
anarchist.
In the early tech days of the 90s,
my presentations on Ellul at the
LACW did not always go over so
well with my young tech-savvy community members. I tried to explain
Continued on page 2
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THERE IS
NO
US OR THEM

BETTER KNOW A VOLUNTEER
CORY ESCUADRO

By ALEXANDRIA ADDESSO

“T

here is no ‘us’ and
‘them,’ said Father
Ted Gabrielli, Pastor
of Dolores Mission
Church in Boyle Heights, during a
Sunday homily in February. A truly
polarizing statement to make at this
time in U.S. society under the Trump
administration when Republicans
seem to be pitted against Democrats,
revolutionaries against statists, Christians against Muslims, the upper and
middle class against the lower class,
and straight and cisgendered people
(those who identify as their birth gender.) against the LGBTQ community. It
is too easy for people at any point of the
spectrum to become militant against
those who they deem their “enemies”
and draw close only to their “own.”
Yet, this mode of thinking is counterrevolutionary and in fact breeds
exclusivity and justification for war.
From a young age, Americans, as
well as citizens from certain other
nations, are taught to use the pronouns “we” and “us” to describe not
just themselves and fellow citizens,
but the actions of the government as
well. This breeds a sense of patriotism that could be destructive to the
way we view and treat our neighbors.
The love of one’s self should not be
dependent on the hatred or suspicion
of those that are different, but rather
it should enable the individual to
love others and value their uniqueness even more.
This is where solidarity must come
into play. Solidarity was, and still is,
pivotal for any revolution or social
movement. The slogan “Workers
of the world unite,” first mentioned
in The Communist Manifesto in
1848, called for solidarity among all
proletariat (the lower/working class)
regardless of national or ethnic identity. These were truly powerful

DIETRICH, cont’d from p.1
that Ellul was not anti-tech, he just
understood that positive elements of
technology necessarily came with a
negative dark side: “Every new advance in technique creates new problems which only another technique
can solve; e.g. nuclear power brings
radioactive waste which brings new
technique to deal with it” (The Technological Society). In our present era
of NSA spying, Trump tweets, drone
warfare, ISIS recruitment, internet
terrorist planning, and computer
hacking, we can easily see the dark
side of our “technological utopia.”
This is the time to return Ellul
to the forefront as the prophet of
technology’s dark side. All of the
criticisms of Trump can be reduced
to the impact of technology. He does
not need to talk to the press because
he can communicate with his base
directly through Twitter. He is a
billionaire, a brash bombastic television personally who has perfected
the 30-second invective that tells the
story without tedious details. He is
the perfect post-utopian tech president: a billionaire television “reality
show” host, whose one liner, “You’re
fired,” is word enough for his constituency. The visual world of television advanced him to the presidency,
but the Twitter direct feed to his base
will put the end to both television
and print media.
As a Protestant and Biblical literalist, Ellul is distrustful of images or
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This month we interviewed stellar
Saturday volunteer Cory Escuadro.
Cory first heard about the Catholic
Worker soup kitchen from volunteer
John Perez, who attends the same
parish, Beatitudes, in suburban La
Mirada. A longtime volunteer at her
church, she was looking for a way
to help needy folks, but was not sure
how to go about it. She was delighted
when she found out the soup kitchen
was open on Saturdays as well as during the week, and has been volunteering regularly on Saturdays for many
years. Her brother Ramon is also a
regular longtime volunteer.
Cory is an avid gardener and culti-

vates a collection of orchids that is
displayed at her church as part of the
Easter decorations. If she could have
a cup of coffee with one person from
history, she would choose Mother
Theresa; and if she could say one
thing to all of L.A., it would be to
help the needy.
During the week, Cory works as
a financial analyst and forecaster.
When asked to forecast the future of
the LACW, Cory replied, “We’ve just
got to go day by day. As it is said,
‘Give us this day our daily bread.’
God will provide.”
Ω

words of unity for those across a particular class line against their oppressors that belonged to the bourgeoisie
(the middle/capitalist class).
A major group that unified lower
class people across ethnic and gender
lines on U.S. soil in the aftermath of
the Democratic Convention protests of
1968 was the original Rainbow Coalition. It was formed by the Illinois
Chapter of The Black Panthers in
Chicago and also included the Young
Patriots (a group of white youth who
had migrated from Appalachia to

Chicago), the Young Lords (a group
of Puerto Rican nationalist youth),
disenfranchised Jewish youth, and
members of the women’s movement.
The Rainbow Coalition epitomized
solidarity and intersectionality
within class struggle. Because of its
diversity, the Rainbow Coalition was
able to bring about treaties among
violent rivaling gangs as well as
fight against police brutality. With
unity comes power, and this was
highly threatening to both local and
national governments.

“idols,” as the Hebrew scriptures
would call them. For Ellul, the modern technological reality is a world
of images. Thus Donald Trump is
the apotheosis of our image-oriented
world. Images are reality and seeing
is believing. But the word causes us
to reflect. It does not really matter whether the word comes from
scripture or Shakespeare or The New
York Times; words are the source of
critical thought. Words cause us to
ask questions of the reality presented
in front of the television or the
computer monitor. Donald Trump,
on the other hand, is a man of few
words and uncomplicated thoughts;
he is a perfect leader for those who
desire the same.

In Humiliation of the Word, Ellul
attacks a scholarly enterprise called
“post structuralism.” His conflict
with that project is that it reduced
words and narrative stories to visual
signs and symbols, a some-what
complicated concept but basically
found in our current situation, a
conflict between the critical, reflective word and the visual, unreflective
symbol of Donald Trump and the
world of ascendant, image-oriented
technology.
Language is what makes us human. As Ellul reminds us, language
is always ambiguous; and as Chomsky declares, we are working with
the infinite possibilities of language
within a finite mind. Ellul has a deep
preference for the word over the im-

Better Know a Volunteer is written
by Sarah Fuller and Theo Kayser.
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“It seems to be that a lot of the real
intense government repression didn’t
happen until the Black Panthers
started building coalitions,” said
Bobby Lee, a Black Panther member who helped organize the Rainbow Coalition along with Deputy
Chairman of the Illinois Chapter,
Fred Hampton, in an interview with
Chicago Area. “Once the party
departed from the ‘hate whitey’ trip
and got serious about building real
politics, we were a threat—plain and
simple. The FBI were always watching us. But the Rainbow Coalition
was their worst nightmare.”
While poverty and oppression can
definitely lead to solidarity, what can
members of the middle and upper
class who have experienced neither
do? Of course the biblical call to
“go and sell your possessions and
give the money to the poor,” by Jesus
in Matthew 19:21 would be ideal, but
for those who do not (yet) identify
with this statement, there are other
means of solidarity. Those who live
comfortably must first recognize
that their comfort should not be of
a higher importance than the basic
human needs and rights of those they
do not know. And only then can they
really use their resources to help.
Social movements need monetary
funding. The Catholic Worker
movement would have crumbled at
Peter Maurin and Dorothy Day’s
feet if it were not for the generosity
of those who could afford to help.
The anarchist and scientist Peter
Kropotkin argued against claims that
competition alone led to evolution or
“survival of the fittest,” and insisted
after much observation of multiple
species, that mutual aid is a major
factor of evolution.
Spiritual, emotional, and mental
solidarity is also important. If you
cannot genuinely support others in
the most inner depth of your being,
then what do your actions mean?
Physically or mentally impaired individuals, as well as the elderly, can
also play a major part in standing in
solidarity through their beliefs and
Continued on page 6
age. He believes that over the last
two centuries, Western culture, under
the influence of technique, has become more image-oriented. Ellul associates the word with truth, whereas
he associates the visual world with
visual reality and image. While in
our contemporary world, “seeing is
believing,” for Ellul, “reality,” visual
reality, cannot convey truth; it can
only convey spectacle. And human beings tend to be paralyzed by
spectacle. We watch television and
become anesthetized; our minds are
turned off. On the other hand, we
read a book and we ask, What does it
mean? When we see something, it is
unquestionable “reality.” But when
we hear a sound in the night, we ask,
What was that?
Now, in Donald Trump, we have
a “reality” TV president for whom
the word means nothing, for whom
truth is relative, and for whom image
is everything. He puts his name on
everything that he owns. Language
itself is equivocal, but to deliberately
diminish the power of language, as
the Trump team does with lies, is
to cut into the very heart of what it
means to be a human being. And as
Masha Gessen notes in the New York
Review of Books, it is not that Putin
and Trump lie, it is that they lie in
the same way and for the same purpose: blatantly to assert power over
truth itself.
Ω
Jeff Dietrich is an LACW community
member and editor of the Agitator.

WEALTH INEQUALITY
“How is it that we find ourselves in such a position where excess
and poverty live side by side? What is the fount of this inequality?”
By THEO KAYSER

By MATT HARPER

T

he contrast between rich and
poor in downtown Los Angeles is stark. While thousands
live in tents on the streets of
Skid Row, only blocks away immense skyscrapers bear the names of
financial behemoths like U.S. Bank
and Bank of America. This juxtaposition has become only more acute in
the past few years as downtown has
gentrified and the neighboring warehouse district has turned into the
“arts district,” abounding with pet
salons and bars serving $15 drinks.
It is not possible that the hipsters and
business people are unaware of the
poverty that surrounds them when
tents abound and food lines wrap
around corners. Those of us with
eyes to see are left to ask, “How is
it that we find ourselves in such a
position where excess and poverty
live side by side? What is the fount
of this inequality?”
One of our guests at the Hippie
Kitchen recently put it quite succinctly: “While God gives us everything
we need, the devil gives us everything we greed.” Scripture agrees.
This is one of the Hebrew peoples’
first lessons after leaving Egypt
(Exodus 16). Just two months after
coming out of slavery they begin
to regret leaving. They grumble
to Moses, “If only we had died by
the hand of the Lord in the land of
Egypt, when we sat by the fleshpots
and ate our fill of bread; for you have
brought us out into this wilderness
to kill this whole assembly with
hunger” (16:3).
God of course did not liberate her
people only to let them starve in
the wilderness. God provides. She
caters bread in the morning and
quail in the evening, but these gifts
come with specific instructions. The
people are told everyone is only to
gather as much as he or she needs for
their family that day, an “omer” per
person. They are instructed not to
amass a surplus but to believe that
Continued on page 6
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Allison McGillivray and Sam Yergler arrested at Kitsap-Bangor Naval Base

PACIFIC LIFE COMMUNITY
PROTESTING NUKES

The 2017 Pacific Life Community
(PLC) Faith and Resistance Retreat
took place in Port Orchard, Washington, on March 5-7 at the Pilgrim
First Retreat Center. Members from
the Western part of the U.S. gathered
for the annual event that focused on
nonviolent resistance.
Updated activism reports from Jeju
Island (South Korea), Standing Rock
(North Dakota), and Palestine were
given by PLC members. Included
was a viewing of John Pilger’s
recent movie, The Coming War With
China, as well as a presentation on
the life and resistance work of the
late Catholic Archbishop of Seattle,
Raymond Hunthausen.
The apex of the gathering was the
nonviolent direct action that took place
on the last day at Kitsap-Bangor

Naval Base, the home port of the
Trident nuclear ballistic missile
submarine fleet, referred to by Hunthausen as the “Auschwitz of Puget
Sound.” During a moderate snowfall, the street to the entrance of the
base was blocked and traffic halted
by PLC protesters, including former
LACWs Allison McGillivray and
Sam Yergler.
Then six other individuals crossed
the federal line and were cited with
trespassing and given ban and bar
letters. This group included Fr.
Steve Kelly, SJ, Betsy Lamb, Mary
Mele, Charley Smith, OFM, and
LACW community members Karan
Founds-Benton and myself.
Ω

The PLC report was written by LACW
Alexandria Addesso.

or the estimated 47,000 people without secure housing
in Los Angeles County, the
social, economic, political,
legal, health, and housing realities of
their lives (among many other realities) are always in flux. Many know
deeply the challenges and obstacles of
being even temporarily homeless. For
the roughly 7,000 people who sleep
on the streets on any given night, the
problems are only exacerbated.
It was 6:46 am on Valentine’s Day,
2017 when I first heard the LAPD’s
public wake-up announcement:
“Happy Valentine’s Day. Your tents
need to be down between 6 am and 9
pm. Thank you.” As multiple cruisers drove through Skid Row, I was
reminded of the harassment I had
experienced during Black Lives Matter’s 53-day encampment in front of
City Hall. But having the privilege
to leave those days of voluntarily
camping on the streets for a permanent residence on private property,
I did not have to experience the
unrelenting attacks of a system that
legitimizes the constant harassment
of the unhoused. 2016 was just one
more year in L.A.’s long tradition of
criminalizing homelessness.
L.A. Municipal Code (LAMC) section 85.02 was amended on December 22, 2016 to make it illegal for
a person to sleep in his/her vehicle
except in designated areas. The bill
suggests “people who use their vehicles for dwelling on public streets”
are a substantial public health and
safety concern, that these people are
at a heightened risk of crime, and
that these people are a “blight” that
affects tourism. The folks we serve
at our soup kitchen know that living
on the street is neither healthy nor
safe. As research has shown, the
average life expectancy in the homeless population is 26 years less than
in the general population. If the city
really cared about health and safety,
they would spend less time criminalContinued on page 6
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What we witnessed at Standing Rock held the antidote to the poison of the 2016 election: peaceful, prayerful water protectors gathering in unity and solidarity from different communities
across the nation in the face of a militarized police force and their perverse acts of aggression; noble water protectors who are defending the fresh drinking water not only for thousands
of tribe members on their reservation, but also for nearly 20 million people downstream of the Missouri River, which feeds the Mississippi and travels all the way to the Gulf of Mexico

DEFEND THE SACRED WATER

SACRED
STONE CAMP
DISBANDED

By DIMITRI KADIEV

I

n early December, 2016, while
in New Mexico, I had the opportunity to travel north to the
Dakotas with a good friend and
bring material support to the “water
protectors” and indigenous community at the Standing Rock Indian
reservation, who were actively resisting the Dakota Access Pipeline.
We were greatly encouraged and
inspired by our working-class Albuquerque community, who heeded our
call when we reached out, showed
up, filling our vehicle with winterized equipment, food, and money
for firewood. They sent us north
packed with their love, good cheer,
and heartfelt support for the folks on
the frontlines of resistance against
resource extraction on native lands.
However, we were just two in a big
wave of people who went north. By
the time we arrived, Oceti Sakowin
(the main camp) had grown to
11,000 people, including 4,000 veterans who also heeded the call to action. They reminded us all that they
had given a sworn oath to protect our
country from enemies, foreign and
domestic. It seems clear now the
enemies are domestic.
People from all over the country
were sending resources to aid the
effort: food, firewood, clothes, tents,
teepees, yurts, money, and tools,
if they themselves could not travel
there. Standing Rock became the
focal point because of national news
coverage. It was described as the
“tip of the spear” by native activists,
because there are threats to drinking
water nationwide and globally, in fact.
Our journey north was inspiring and
educational. We heard from native elders of tribes from all over the North
American continent about aggressive
resource extraction and broken treaties on their own home reservation.
We also learned that the president
elect (2016) was directly invested in
the Dakota Access Pipeline. He said
he would pull out his investment, but
no one has seen his tax returns, so
how could we know, and he can say
anything he wants, as he often does.
As Bernie Sanders said, “He is a
pathological liar.”
Oftentimes Trump just says what
is on his mind, as for example in this
statement quoted on the front page
of The New York Times on January
26, 2017: “I am to a large extent an
environmentalist; I believe in it,” the
POTUS said during a meeting with
auto industry executives. “But it’s
out of control and we’re gonna make
it a very short process. And we’re
either going to give you your permits
or we’re not going to give you your
permits. But you’re going to know
very quickly. And generally speaking, we’re going to be giving you
your permits.”
With this declaration, the POTUS
put the For Sale sign out on Mother
Earth by restarting the shortened
permit process for both the Keystone
XL pipeline (Alberta Tar Sands), and
for the Dakota Access Pipeline by
signing a multitude of executive orders and putting an end to protracted
environmental review.
This is especially problematic
because many ecologists recognize
that this will push us past the tipping
point of raising the ocean and atmosphere temperatures to a degree that
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The following is based on an article
published on vogue.com

O
cannot be reversed, which cannot
sustain human life.
In the new book edited by Ched
Myers, Watershed Discipleship,
Ched illuminates the extreme nature
of the situation by quoting longtime
environmental analyst James Speth’s
terse summary: “How serious is the
threat to the environment? Here is
one measure of the problem: all we
have to do to destroy the planet’s
climate and biota and leave a ruined
world to our children and grandchildren is to keep doing exactly what we
are doing today with no growth in human population or the world economy.
Just continue to release greenhouse
gases at the current rates, just continue to impoverish ecosystems and
release toxic chemicals at current
rates and the world in the latter part of
the century won’t be fit to live in.”
By gagging, shattering, and defunding the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and while
putting Scott Pruitt, a climatechange denier who has sued the EPA
14 times for corporate interests in
charge, the POTUS has effectively
leashed this marginally effective
environmental watchdog to a tree in
the far darkened corner of the political backyard.
Though historically, when Reagan
did a similar dismantling of the EPA
as he took over in 1980, there was
such an outcry from the public that
executives from certain chemical
companies came to him and asked
that the EPA be reinstated, because
the public did not feel safe about
any of their endeavors. So maybe
the EPA only serves as a legitimization of the environmental onslaught
by industry, but in this case, citizen
activists had their voice heard and in
’83 Reagan reinstated the EPA.
With or without the EPA, the
people must stand up and defend
our water and our land. Scott Pruitt
is set to dismantle the Clean Power
Plan and the Waters of the U.S. Rule,
put into place by Obama, as well as
deregulate auto tailpipe emissions,
including California’s.
A counterbalance to this troubling
news is the strong statements made
by California Governor Jerry Brown
and the Democratic state legislature
led by Kevin de Leon of Los Angeles. Specifically, in Jerry Brown’s
State of the State address, he made
this statement: “We cannot fall back
and give in to climate deniers. The

science is clear. The danger is real…
these are the facts: the climate is
changing, the temperatures are rising,
and so are the oceans.” He went on
to say, “When we defend California
we defend America. California is not
turning back, not now, not ever.”
However, the new federal budget
is extremely harsh to California. It
even appears to be punitive, possibly due to the “Sanctuary” status
of some of our cities and the proposed plan to make California a
“Sanctuary State.” I suggest we
citizens of California support our
state representatives that they do not
buckle under the pressure from the
federal government. And write Jerry
Brown at State Capitol Suite 1173,
Sacramento, CA 95814. Or call 916445-2641. Let him know we support
protecting the environment and all
immigrants.
Reflecting back on this year’s
journey across the U.S., from Mexico
to Canada following the Mississippi
from New Orleans to Minneapolis,
and concluding at Standing Rock, I
have begun to understand something
about the events I witnessed along
the way. Everywhere I traveled,
there were experiences and reports

of troubled waters, as if the waters of
this country were angry and giving
warning to the human inhabitants.
When entering back into the U.S.
through Texas and heading to New Orleans, there was flooding from storms
that washed out the bridge between
the states, stopping all car and truck
traffic. Then again in southern Louisiana, there were devastating floods that
were the biggest since 1993.
In northern Wisconsin, strong
storms washed out roads and
bridges. A town called Wakesha (in
mid Wisconsin) was left begging for
water from Lake Superior because
their own aquifer was depleted. And
wells in western Minnesota were
said to be undrinkable due to contaminants.
Then, coming south out of Canada,
my first ride was from an indigenous
subsistence fisherman who informed
me that Lake Superior (the greatest
body of fresh water in the world) was
being poisoned with arsenic from
Canadian gold mining operations.
I experienced hellacious storms in
Duluth of such speed and ferocity
that they had me running for shelter
from my camp site through galeforce winds. In Durango, Colorado,

I saw the Animas River, which had
actually turned orange due to a toxic
waste spill the year before.
In Albuquerque, NM, at Kirtland
Air Force Base, there is a jet fuel spill
that has been ongoing for more than
20 years, which is now threatening
one of the five major wells meant for
human consumption. Yet for some
reason it has been left untreated.
Now, returning to California, we
have a serious threat due to fracking.
It not only threatens ground water
supplies, and destabilizes the earth’s
crust, but it also wastes millions of
gallons of freshwater through daily
operations—water that is not even
reusable for agriculture.
So, California residents, when you
write or call Governor Brown, let
him know that you are against fracking and want him, and all political
leadership, to be wise stewards of
California’s water resources now that
God has blessed us with a good rainy
season. We do not know if our state
will suffer more prolonged droughts
in the future, possibly due to climate
change, but it is said this was the worst
drought in more than a thousand years.
Though the situation does seem
dire, there have been many points of

light, which are signs for hope. This
includes California’s statements of
resistance, and the mass mobilization of people who are transforming into citizen activists, hitting the
streets to fight against the creation of
a neo-fascist government.
Another instance of hope and light
is witnessed in how the people of
New Mexico, following events at
Standing Rock, organized opposition to the proposed Piñon Pipeline
meant to cross native lands through
Arizona and New Mexico. They
protested against the banks that have
invested in the project, most notably
Wells Fargo, a notorious lender to
the endeavor of the black snake that
runs all across the country. Wells
Fargo buckled under the pressure,
immediately divested and killed the
pipeline project.
Seattle followed suit by divesting
$3 billion from Wells Fargo, which
certainly forced them to take note.
My Mennonite home church in Albuquerque also divested, to a small
but still significant degree.
So consider examining your bank’s
investment practices, and if they do
not coincide with your ethics, divest.
Credit unions are non-profit and of

ten have a much friendlier footprint
in whatever community they are
planted. It is time to think globally
and act locally.
What we witnessed at Standing
Rock held the antidote to the poison
of the 2016 election: peaceful,
prayerful water protectors gathering
in unity and solidarity from different
communities across the nation in the
face of a militarized police force and
their perverse acts of aggression; noble water protectors who are defending the fresh drinking water not only
for thousands of tribe members on
their reservation, but also for nearly
20 million people downstream of
the Missouri River, which feeds the
Mississippi and travels all the way to
the Gulf of Mexico. They also stand
in the face of conspicuous greed
masquerading as free market capitalism that does not concern itself with
breaking laws or treaties, all in the
name of monetary profits.
The people at Oceti Sakowin camp
maintained a donation-based gift economy. As bountiful material resources
were brought to them in vast quantities, they lived by the old motto: “Give
what you can, take what you need.”
In a modern world where greed,
avarice, lies, and aggression are
treated almost as virtues, and divisiveness is used as a weapon by the
power elite, our unity, solidarity, and
love become our greatest instrument
or tool for healing and ultimate victory. But we are called to love not
only our allies, we must also remember to love our adversaries (though
we may not like them). For it is true,
as Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. said,
“Love is the most powerful weapon
because only through love can you
change an enemy to a friend.”
In the final analysis, the reasons
Standing Rock seems to hold the
healing remedy to the sickness of
fear, hate, and greed that is trying
to take over our land, is because
Sacred Truth is boldly spoken to
power. And peaceful, prayerful, ecowarriors stand together with freedom
fighters all around the globe to struggle ever onward for true justice to be
actualized in our world. It is as what
was said at the March 10 demonstration in Los Angeles, which coincided
with the major Standing Rock march
on Washington: “Standing Rock is
everywhere.”
Ω
Dimitri Kadiev, a friend of the
LACW, is a traveling artist whose
work can be seen at many Catholic
Worker communities.

n February 22, in Cannon
Ball, North Dakota, nearly
11 months after the first
spiritual resistance camp
was founded in opposition to the
Dakota Access Pipeline, federal and
local law enforcement agents forcibly
cleared the remaining water protectors who occupied the sacred land
the federal government promised to
the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe under
the 1851 Fort Laramie Treaty. The
forced removal was in accordance
with an executive order signed by
North Dakota governor Doug Bergum, enforcing a deadline previously
set by the Army Corps of Engineers,
and it came from increased pressure
from Donald Trump, who in midJanuary, gave the final approval to
finish construction of the Keystone
XL pipeline and this highly contested $3.8 billion pipeline that will
transport oil along a 1,172-mile route
that includes lands sacred to the
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe.
Since the founding of the camps
last April, this has been an indigenous-led movement (including
Comanche, Apache, Navajo, Pueblo,
and Sioux; Cree, Ojibwe, Chippewa,
Aztec and California tribal nations
were all represented) that was rooted
in ceremony and dedicated absolutely to nonviolent civil disobedience. No weapons, alcohol, or drugs
were permitted at camp or at direct
actions. Water protectors at Standing Rock remained unarmed, even
in the face of riot gear–clad DAPL
security and law enforcement, who
used violent force, dogs, chemical
weapons (mace, pepper spray, and
tear gas), rubber bullets, LRAD,
and water cannons in subfreezing temperatures. Water protectors
endured near constant surveillance
by helicopters, low-flying planes,
and drones; among the nearly 700
arrested in recent months for mostly
minor charges, many were subject to
strip searches and held in dog kennel–like cages in jail. A recent video
shows a Bureau of Indian Affairs
agent apparently beating an unarmed
water protector with a baton.
And yet, at the end, as it has since
its inception, Standing Rock stood
in ceremony. “We are going to be
gathered in peaceful prayer,” Dennis
Banks, American Indian Movement
cofounder, said in a video statement the week prior to the camp’s
disbandment. In the days prior to the
camp’s destruction, water protectors
documented increased law enforcement presence, including security
checkpoints and continued presence
of Morton County police, Bureau of
Indian Affairs, and Army Corps of
Engineers agents, and agents from
the National Parks Service and FBI.
For the world, the struggle at
Standing Rock marked an unprecedented gathering of nations united
in the pursuit of a common goal.
For the embattled United States of
Continued on page 6
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HUMILIATION OF THE WORD
ADDESSO, cont’d from p.2
intentions. If the revolution must
first take place in the mind and soul
of each individual, then there needs
to be a mental commitment to stand
together in solidarity against all
individual and systemic agents of
racism, oppression, prejudice, and
violence in any form.
Ω
Alexandria Addesso is an LACW
community member.
KAYSER, cont’d from p.3
God will provide again tomorrow.
“The Israelites did so, some gathering more, some less; but when they
measured it with an omer, those
who gathered much had nothing
over, and those who gathered little
had no shortage; they gathered
as much as each of them needed”
(16:17-18).
However, not everyone followed
God’s command and some tried to
amass a surplus, taking more than
they needed, hoping to save it over
until the next day. The extra food
turned foul and worm ridden and
God was displeased.
God sustained the Hebrew people
in this way for forty years until the
people came into the promised land,
providing a lesson to her people that
if everyone takes only what they
need, there is enough for everyone.
This was meant to contrast with
the Egyptian economic system that
used slavery to amass more and
more wealth and built store cities
such as Pithom and Rameses, further consolidating their economic
might. It was a lesson that required
a whole generation to teach.
Later this idea of enough for all is
adapted and codified in the form of
the Sabbath (Deut. 15:1-18) and Jubilee Year (Lev. 25). Not only are
we told that we and the land should
rest during these years (God’s check
on economic systems of unfettered
growth, today typified by a reliance
on a corporate capitalist system
that demands unlimited expansion)
but that we are to forgive debts and
return land (then the primary means
of production) to their original
“owners” (owners is here placed in
quotations because Lev. 25:23 states
that God is the sole owner of the
land and that all others are tenants).
In the agrarian societies of
antiquity, before banks or corporations, when a farmer was unable to
produce enough for the coming year,
loans were made available by other
landowners who would seize the
debtor’s farm in the event of default.
The dispossessed were then left to
hire themselves out as waged labor
or even sell themselves into slavery.
The Jubilee Year was meant to prevent the centralization of wealth and
power into the hands of the few from
becoming permanent. The prophet
cries, “Woe to you who add house
to house and join field to field till no
space is left and you live alone in the
land” (Isaiah 5:8). God’s economy
is set up to avoid the permanent
haves and have-nots that generational wealth accumulation creates.
The results of an economy resistant to this biblical lesson of redistribution are plain in our time. This
past year saw the largest increase
to Forbes’ list of billionaires with a
whopping 233 entering into the nine
zeros club, Oxfam released a report
in January that eight men now have
as much wealth as the bottom 3.6
billion people on earth, and we now
even have a billionaire president
whose wealth was inherited from
a slumlord father. All the while,
worker pay in this country has been
largely stagnant with 11% growth
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since 1978 compared to the 100%
growth that CEOs saw.
Such numbers should come as no
surprise to us. The wealthy have
always resisted God’s teaching. The
rich man of the Gospels goes away
sad (Mark 10:17-31). He is hoping
to “inherit” eternal life but is told
that the cost is economic redistribution. “Go, sell all that you have
and give to the poor, and you will
have treasure in heaven.” When he
departs, Jesus tells his friends, “It is
easier for a camel to go through the
eye of a needle than for a rich person to enter the kingdom of God.”
Despite sermons of an apologetic
nature describing the “eye of a
needle” as a certain gate in Jerusalem that a camel could pass through
with difficulty on its knees, we have
missed that his postscript to the rich
man’s story is not about the rich at
all but about the Kingdom of God,
which has neither rich nor poor but
rather economic justice. In God’s
Kingdom, like in the story of the
manna and quails, no one has too
much and so everyone has enough.
It should be equally unsurprising
that our friend on Skid Row understood what the rich do not. He may
have never attended seminary, but
his position at the bottom of society
gives him a theological clarity that
those at the top of the economic
pyramid are not awarded. As Black
Liberation Theologian James Cone
has written, “The Kingdom is for
the poor and not the rich because
the former has nothing to expect
from the world while the latter’s
entire existence is grounded in his
commitment to worldly things. The
poor man may expect everything
from God while the rich may expect
nothing because of his refusal to
free himself from his own pride.”
The rich feel entitled to their
wealth, that they have earned it.
The poor, however, understand that
everything is a gift and that everything that sustains us comes from
the Creator. The rich are confused.
They believe security and freedom
come from their own might. They
turn their wealth and power and
the systems that uphold them at the
expense of others into idols, believing these systems to be eternal and
substitutes for God. They turn from
the Creator and make true what
Paul warns, “The god of this age
has blinded the minds of unbelievers so they cannot see the light of
the gospel.” Those who benefit
from oppressive systems are always
apt to misinterpret the origins of
their privilege.
Cone continues, “It is not that
poverty is a precondition for
entrance into the Kingdom. But
those who recognize their utter
dependence on God and wait on
him despite the miserable absurdity
of life are usually poor, according
to our Lord.”
We are promised that, “There will
be no one in need among you, because the Lord is sure to bless you
in the land that the Lord your God
is giving you, if only you will obey
the Lord your God by diligently observing this entire commandment”
(Deut. 15:4-5). We leave God’s
economy untried in our own day so
that the absence of need may seem
all but impossible to those of us who
daily confront it. The earth is abundant if only we would listen to God’s
word and use its gifts for all. As
Catholic Worker co-founder Dorothy
Day wrote, “We don’t want luxury.
We want land, bread, work, children,
and the joys of community in play
and work and worship.”
Ω
Theo Kayser is an LACW community member.

HARPER, cont’d from p.3
izing and more time housing.
However, in an effort to weigh
the needs of the houseless with the
desires of other residents, businesses, and visitors (a priority
unexpressed in the Gospels), the
city has assigned specific zones
for permissible “vehicle dwelling.”
Unfortunately, as the Los Angeles
Community Action Network (LA
CAN) has already found, some of
those assigned zones are in areas
permanently marked NO STOPPING ANY TIME. This Christmas
legislation is a clear act of deception; its aim clearly is not good
policy but rather removal of those
without anchored housing.
Legislation criminalizing sleeping
in one’s car increases the likelihood
that a person will have to sleep on
the streets. But even as people are
pressured to leave their cars, additional legislation has recently been
amended to increase criminalization
on the streets. LAMC section 56.11
sets four additional restrictions on
the homeless. First, it requires both
that all tents be at least 10 feet from
driveways and doors, and that they
be deconstructed between 6 am and
9 pm.
Second, it limits a homeless person’s personal belongings to a maximum of 60 gallons. Given the many
essentials a person may own—from
rain clothes to bedding—we should
all try to imagine what functionally
necessary items we might have to
part with given that limit.
Third, it makes it illegal for a
homeless person to keep his/her 60
gallons of personal property “unattended” in a public place. Therefore, the homeless must carry their
items at all times or risk their items
being taken to an LAPD storage
facility or discarded.
If a person owns a bike for transportation—one of a few permitted
“bulky” items—he or she cannot
chain it to a fence because part four
of LAMC 56.11 makes it illegal for
anyone to attach a personal item to
public property. If it rains, a person
cannot tie his or her tarp to the
secure objects around (for example
a post or fence). Any attempt to
“willfully” resist, delay, or obstruct
the process of police removing or
impounding items can lead to further penalties and punishments.
So what is the urgency in criminalizing the houseless? The potential list is long and revealing of
L.A.’s priorities. First, Los Angeles
might get the 2024 Olympic bid,
and the purging of the homeless
is an inevitable reality and long
tradition of Olympic cities. Second,
many property (business) owners
in the Central City East Business
Improvement District (BID)—the
part of the city where Skid Row
is located—have asked the police
to intentionally break the law to
round up the homeless, discard
their belongings, and arrest them
to get them off the streets. Third,
Central City East and the Mayor’s
Office have specific DTLA 2040
and 2050 plans. Neither of these
plans aims to make sufficient space
for low-income and homeless folks
and their services (as it is clear both
from their architectural plans for the
future and the ever-narrowing Skid
Row borders we see today). Fourth,
the city believes the only way to
ensure that L.A.’s public areas are in
sanitary condition, readily accessible for their intended users and uses,
is to rid those areas of the homeless. Coded language like “make
the streets safe” and “increase the
beauty throughout L.A.” highlight
this sentiment.
For many decades, low-income

folks have been relegated to urban
areas (through redlining, dismantling mental health facilities
and locating services downtown,
criminalizing poverty, and so on)
as upwardly mobile folks moved to
the suburbs. Now, as the children of
those suburbanites see downtown as
a hopeful play-place, development
has swooped in with art studios,
boutiques, and coffee shops to displace and encourage the continued
criminalization of those who have
called these areas home, including
the houseless.
We have tolerated leaving buildings abandoned as people sleep on
the streets. Parks are created (and
animal waste bags are provided)
for new DTLA residents and their
animals, but the folks on Skid Row
are left with only one public park,
whose gates (along with the accompanying bathrooms) close, leaving
them to resort to buckets, cups, and
sidewalks for relief. The LAPD
has a team of trained officers—the
Drug Recognition Expert taskforce
(DRE)—whose job it is to look at
people for “objective systems” showing they are under the influence.
Why doesn’t that taskforce just wait
outside of L.A.’s athletic stadiums
and arenas or outside the new downtown bar scene to harass intoxicated
wealthy folks?
It has been made clear that the
LAPD has already begun meeting
to discuss how to ramp up their assault on the homeless this year. In
a system where the criminal justice
system is at least half-concerned
with private property and the ability
to participate in economics, having
little access to either and being seen
as a hindrance to business-as-usual
limits the likelihood that one will
be valued or protected. I pray that
L.A.’s recently passed Proposition
HHH does indeed provide housing
for those most in need, but when the
HHH Citizens Oversight Committee—tasked with giving input on
how the dollars are spent and how
housing is built—is made up of
folks, only two of which have even
marginal experience with the homeless, I have no illusions. So what
strategy should we support? Political advocacy? Community education? Organizing? Legal litigation?
Spiritual outreach?
I know my biases. The city will
always fall short of their responsibility to the homeless, and the homeless will always be the victims of
a system that does not value their
lives enough to invest in solutions,
because the solutions are not going
to fit with capitalism. Maximizing
profit does not ethically or logistically fit with resolving homelessness
(at least not in a true and meaningful
way). Creating meaningful employment that provides for all people’s
needs is incompatible with a system
that aims to produce maximum wealth
for those at the top of the hierarchy.
But I am okay with this bias because
God’s Word makes it clear (at least
to me) that God has a similar bias.
“Those who oppress the poor insult
their Maker, but helping the poor
honors God” (Proverbs 14:31). May
our help turn from relief to a sharing
in full and right relationship.
Ω
Matt Harper is an LACW community member.
CAMP, cont’d from p.5
of America, it has become the
galvanization the country needed; it
offered a model of sustained, morally rooted civil disobedience for resistance. Standing Rock, which has
emerged as a platform for people’s
struggles everywhere, represents the
country’s greatest hope.
Ω

ON
THE LINE
ROSE MANDEVILLE—R.I.P.

Longtime LACW friend and supporter
Rose Mandeville, 87, joined the heavenly cloud of witnesses on March 22.
Rose and her late husband Mick, who
died on July 6, 2008, were regulars at
our Wednesday evening liturgy and
would bring fresh-baked goodies for
dessert. Rose made Christmas trinkets
filled with candy to hand out to our
friends downtown, and also provided
gifts for our house guests at Christmas. For the last few years Catherine
would call Rose every Wednesday afternoon to see how she was, since she
was confined to her apartment as she
progressively lost her eyesight. Rose
is survived by her daughter Julie, sonin-law Stephen, and grandson Daniel.
Kind, generous, and loving, Rose will
be dearly missed. Rose Mandeville –
¡ Presente!
LYNNE STEWART—R.I.P.
Lifelong fighter and people’s lawyer,
Lynne Stewart, 77, peacefully passed
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Welcome to another installment
of the serial drama that is life at the
LACW. As usual, February and March
featured a robust mix of joyful and sad
events, as well as a healthy dose of
quotidian domestic chores.
Our Super Bowl party in early February was a fun event, with a large group
of downtown friends joining us for
some football viewing, snacks, and
dinner. Chef extraordinaire Theo Kayser took the helm in the kitchen and
orchestrated the production of delicious
chilidogs, potato salad, mountains
of dips and snacks, along with freeflowing soda. It was a great chance to
have some of our friends over to spend
some good time together away from the
hustle and bustle of downtown.
We were able to host another Hospitality Day at our house in March as
well. We invited some friends from
downtown for a relaxed afternoon of

away on March 7 at home with her
husband Ralph Poynter, and other family members.
After suffering a major stroke, Lynne
Stewart died six days later, after being
granted a compassionate release from
prison three years ago due to fourthstage breast cancer.
Stewart devoted her law practice to
defending the poor, underprivileged,
unwanted, and forgotten.
The human rights attorney was arrested on April 9, 2002, on charges of
helping pass messages from her client,
Sheikh Omar Abdel-Rahman, an
Egyptian cleric convicted of masterminding the 1993 World Trade Center
attack in New York City.
Stewart was subsequently convicted
for conspiracy and providing material
support to terrorists, while her felony
conviction led to her automatic disbarment. Her sentence was characterized
by many as an attempt by the U.S.
government to silence dissent, curtail
vigorous defense by lawyers, instill
fear in those who seek to help Arabs
and Muslims being prosecuted for free
speech and defend the rights of all oppressed people.
Stewart fought false accusations and
a government frame-up.
Originally sentenced to 28 months in
prison, she was resentenced on July 10,
2010—in an unprecedented move after
her bail was suddenly revoked—to 10
years for showing an alleged lack of
remorse after her initial sentencing.

from an Iowa pipeline one day after
Donald Trump pledged to build two
new pipelines: 46,830
• Number of Americans aged 60 and
older who have outstanding student
loans: 2,800,000
• Portion of those borrowers who have
taken on debt to pay for a child or
grandchild’s education: 3/4
• Percentage change since 2010 in the
number of firearm silencers registered
in the United States: +217%
• Portion of U.S. police officers who
believe that fatal encounters between
police and Black Americans are isolated incidents: 2/3
• Who believe protests over Black victims of police violence are driven by
anti-law-enforcement bias: 9/10
• Number of FBI confidential informants who worked for Best Buy’s
Geek Squad between 2008 and 2012: 8
—Harpers Index, April 2017
U.S. EMPIRE NOTES

• Gallons of diesel fuel that leaked

It is not a secret in much of the world
that the United States is the greatest
purveyor of violence on earth. The
United States is the top purveyor of
weapons, the top buyer of weapons,
the leading military spender, the most
widespread imperial presence, the
most frequent war-maker, the most
prolific overthrower of governments,
and from 1945 to 2017 the killer of
the most people through war. (The
U.S. has been in perpetual war—either
directly or by proxy—since WWII.)
During this past U.S. election, a debate
moderator asked if a candidate would
be willing to kill thousands of innocent

relaxing, eating, and playing spades
in and around the verdant Ammon
Hennacy House property. Theo again
took the helm and found a good deal
on a giant slab of beef, roasted to
perfection overnight, and served with
mashed potatoes and cheesy broccoli. One of our guests expressed his
gratefulness and told us the day was “a
nice retreat.”
Some community folks were also
able to have much-needed vacations
over this period. Jeff and Catherine
were able to get away for a week in
early March, and Martha and Jesse
took their traditional recuperative
Long Beach jaunt in February. Martha and Catherine also took a short
jaunt with former community member
and friend Tina Delany in order to go
to a church service at the Saint John
Coltrane Church in San Francisco,
an experience greatly enjoyed by all.
Community friends Ched Myers and
Elaine Enns hosted a vanload of folks
from LACW at their opening event for
this year’s Bartimaeus Institute, held
on the lovely, peaceful grounds of a
campsite near their home in Oak View.
Community member Mike Wisniewski had to travel to Michigan in
late February to care for his mom,
who became seriously ill and unable
to care for herself. He will remain
as caregiver for her until early April,
when she will move into an assisted
living facility with full care.
Community Members Karan Benton and Alexandria Addesso voyaged
to the Pacific Life Community gathering in Washington state in early March,
where an anti-nuclear weapons action
at the Kitsap-Bangor Naval Base was
held. Both Karan and Alexandria
were arrested at the demonstration for
crossing onto the naval base property
along with four other folks (Fr. Steve
Kelly, SJ, Betsy Lamb, Mary Mele

and Charley Smith, OFM). Those
ticketed and released at the demonstration included former LACWs Kelsey
Chalmers, Allison McGillivray and
Sam Yergler.
In other resistance news, former
LACW member and current Amani House Catholic Worker, David
Omondi, went to his court date on
February 16 for an action at Vandenberg
Air Force Base last August. David was
found guilty of trespassing and is scheduled to appear for sentencing in May.
In March we enjoyed a Culture Critique from the folks at the Anathoth
Farm, a Catholic Worker farm and
community in Wisconsin. They told us
about their soil-microbe-friendly farm
practices, chicken and pig adventures
and history of resistance in their area
supporting the treaty fishing rights of
their Native American neighbors.
We have been undertaking to revive
our long tradition of Bible Study as a
regular part of community life at the
LACW, with Theo Kayser leading
us in considerations of the biblical
underpinnings of Sabbath Economics
and Liberation Theology.
One of our new community members, Matt Harper, has been working to keep us abreast of the myriad
resistance activities happening in different places and communities around
the city as well, including protests to
support Romulo Avelica-Gonzalez,
detained by ICE after dropping his
daughter off at school. We have also
held several protests at the downtown
immigration court as a way to support
folks dealing with the fallout of the government’s new immigration policies.
On February 18 the community
attended the funeral service for our
beloved longtime dentist, Dr. Gayle
Wood, who passed away suddenly on
January 15. Dr. Gayle was much loved
at our soup kitchen and provided in-

INTERESTING FACTS

children as part of basic presidential
duties. All answered yes. One can
find many faults in Russia and other
countries, but in none could one find
such an occurrence. A speaker asked
several people in the audience to name
eight countries bombed under president Barack Obama, and most could
not come close. Nowhere else on earth
can people not keep track of their wars.
During this last presidency, the United
States developed a new policy of murdering people with missiles from drones.
Other nations do not yet have anything
to match it.
—counterpunch.org
THE SYSTEM IS THE PROBLEM
Trump is a symptom of a long-term
trend of a failing democracy that is
too closely tied to Wall Street and the
war machine. Both wings of the single
“War Party” are part of this failed system that does not represent the people
of the United States.
The Economist Intelligence Unit
recently issued its annual Democracy
Index. The report described the decline of U.S. democracy as developing
over decades. People have lost faith in
the elected government. In short, the
United States is in a democracy crisis,
and Trump is a symptom of that crisis.
It is essential to see the crisis for what
it is and focus on the root causes of
this failed system. We should be about
the utter transformation of the United
States. There is nothing savable in this
failed system. —popularresistance.org
On The Line is compiled and
edited by Mike Wisniewski.
valuable dental help to folks living
downtown as well as many LACW
community members. She always
brought special snacks for people waiting in the dental office, and in many
other ways showed her love and care to
the people downtown and the LACW.
She was a single mother and leaves
twin 15-year old sons, Chris and Josh,
behind. Please pray for them.
Meanwhile, our dental ministry continues with our other faithful longtime
dentist, Dr. Setiady. We also recently
had another dentist volunteer come into
our lives, who is a nun, and hopes to
start providing care at our clinic soon.
We have a new visitor and live-in
volunteer with us this month, Doug
Stanton, currently of Los Angeles, and
his dog Chaucer. Doug is a Princeton
grad, architect, and landscape designer
currently applying himself gamely to
our roster of cooking and cleaning and
is interested in resistance. Chaucer
is a black standard poodle who has
accompanied us on our weekly vigils,
earning him the moniker “our Peace
Poodle” and prompting the security
guards at the federal buildings to ask,
on occasions when he is not present,
“Hey, where’s your dog?” Chaucer is
a real game-changer for our four cats,
who usually focus on domestic feline
politics and are not sure yet what to
make of this new development.
We are excited to begin the process
of selecting our interns for the Summer
Internship program, and are looking forward to the program again this summer.
Please continue to pray for the folks
among us who still experience health
problems, and also for our guests
downtown, and most importantly, that
L.A. would embrace and care for its
poor, needy and vulnerable like never
before.
House Journal is written by
Sarah Fuller.
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A DAY AT THE PARK
WE NEED YOUR FINANCIAL

A S S I STA NCE

During the summer we rent buses to take our homeless friends on an
old-fashioned picnic at Whittier Narrows Park/Legg Lake. However,
we need your financial assistance to make this enjoyable and fun
experience a reality. Please help with a generous donation.
Thank you. Many blessings.

SHARE YOUR EXCESS BACKYARD FRUIT

If you have fruit trees on your property and have excess fruit,
our kitchen guests would certainly enjoy whatever you will not use.
Please consider donating it. Thank you.

GREGORIAN CHANT VESPERS

You are invited to join the LACW Chant group on Monday, May 1
to sing Vespers on the feast of St. Joseph the Worker,
We will begin at 7pm at Hennacy House, 632 N. Brittania St., L.A. 90033

LACW E-MAIL DATA BASE
The Los Angeles Catholic Worker is building an e-mail database.
Our goal is to be able to share with you, our faithful subscribers,
more resources and more opportunities for greater engagement in
our work and activities. If interested, please send us an e-mail with the
word “database” in the subject line at info@lacatholicworker.org
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SISTER HOUSE NETWORK:
LOS ANGELES CATHOLIC WORKER:
http://lacatholicworker.org
1. Ammon Hennacy House of Hospitality
632 N. Brittania St., Los Angeles, CA 90033-1722
(323) 267-8789
2. Hospitality Kitchen
821 E. 6th St., Los Angeles, CA 90021
(213) 614-9615
ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST HOUSE OF HOSPITALITY
500 W. VanBuren Ave., Las Vegas, NV 89106
(702) 647-0728
ISAIAH HOUSE OF HOSPITALITY
316 S. Cypress Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92701
(714) 835-6304
SADAKO SASAKI HOUSE OF HOSPITALITY
1321 W. 38th St., Norfolk, VA 23508
(757) 423-5420
HOUSE OF GRACE CATHOLIC WORKER
1826 E. Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19125
(215) 426-0364
PETER MAURIN CATHOLIC WORKER
1149 Crestwood St., San Pedro, CA 90732
(310) 831-3480
KIERAN PRATHER HOUSE OF HOSPITALITY
672 2nd Ave., San Bruno, CA 94066
(650) 827-0706
BEATITUDE HOUSE
267 Campodonico Ave., Guadalupe, CA 93434-1501
(805) 343-6322
ST. BENEDICT HOUSE OF HOSPITALITY
4022 N. Cheryl Ave., Fresno, CA 93705
(559) 229-6410 — lizaOSB@aol.com
HIGH DESERT CATHOLIC WORKER
21020 Standing Rock Ave. Apple Valley, CA 92307
(760) 247-5732 - sbremser@verizon.net

CASA COLIBRÌ CATHOLIC WORKER
Ocampo #2 Hostotipaquillo, Jalisco Mexico C.P. 46440
www.casacolibricw.com
011-52 - 386-744-5063 - jmhe76@gmail.com
AMANI HOUSE - NAIROBI, KENYA, AFRICA
mdavidomondi@gmail.com
BURDOCK HOUSE
2444 Chase St., Anderson, IN 46016
317-652-6109 - burdockhouse@gmail.com

